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1. ABSTRACT

An altemative route to existing S.O.I. Material Technologies such as SIMOX and BESOII] is the new Slraenf-CUf
process, involving two technologies : wafer bonding and ion implantation. lnplantation enables a high uniformity of the top
silicon layer ; wafer bonding enables the original crystal quality of the bulk silicon to be k€pt. Details of the Smart-Cuts
process and physical phenomena involved in the different technological steps are discussed. Thickness homogeneity,
crystalline defects, surface microrougbness, and elechical charact€riution of the LJNIBOND SOI wafers obtained by means
ofthe SMART-CUT" process, af,e presented.

2. TIIE SMART.CTIT PROCESS

Smart-Cut [2] uses commercially available (100) silicon wafers with standard specifications as starting mat€rial; it
basically comprises four main steps (Fig. l).

Step l, Wafer A is capped (Step l-a) with a dielechic layer, thennally grown SiO2 for exarnple; this die-lectric layer
becoming the buried oxide ofthe SOI stnrctf€. Hydrog€n ions ar€ then implanted (dose in the 3.5x10'" to 1x10" cm'' range)
into wafer A (Step 1-b).

St? 2. Hydrophilic bonding at room ternperature of wafer A to a handling wafer B (wafo B is either bare or capped).
Both wafers are previously cleaned using a modified RCA process. Wafer B plays a key role in th€ Smart-Cut process as a
stifrener and provides the bulk silicon under the buried oxide in th€ SOI stucture.

Srep 3. Two-phase heat teatu€nt of ttr€ two bonded n afers. During the first phase (400-600"C) the implanted waf€r A
splits into two parts : a thin layer ofmonocrystalline silidon remaining bonded to wafer B thus giving rise to a SOI stnrcture,
and the remainder of wafer A. The second high temperature teatn€nt phase (around ll00'C) stengthens the chemical
bonds.

Step 4. Tonch polishing - after splitting, the layer of the SOI stuctule exhibits microroughness @ig. 2) which makes
polishing (Step 4-a) ofthe surface necessary.

Noteworthy : Wafer A whose surface layers (Si + SiO) were removed by tle splitting process, can be recycled ushg a
touch polishing (Step zl-b) to be used as wafer B in a subsequ€nt process flow.

The Smart-Cut process is a genoic process as described in [3] and applies to other Serniconductors (for example SiC [4]),
other substates (Silicon on glass or quarE) and also for tansfer of stuctured and pattemed layers or even active layos of
elecfronic devices.

3, PHYSICAL ASPECTS RELATED TO IITDROGEN IMPLANTATION

Implantation ofhydrogen in silicon at high dose (>1.5x10r? cm-2) induces formation of blisteru at the surface (fig.3). This
phenomenon can also be obtained for lower implantation doses (nv a few 1016 to l0l7 cma; when followed by thennal
teatnent at a medium range temp€rature (400'C to 600"C). The originality of the Smart-Cut@ process is to use the basic
physical phenomenon related to blistering, i.e. creation of microcavities containing a gas phase, as a way of inducing an in-
depth splitting at the end of the range of implanted protons over the whole wafer.

In the Smart-Cut" process, the handling wafer is bonded with the implanted wafer and acts both as a stiffener and as a
support for the tansferred layer. The stiffener plays a key role in the splitting phenomenon; in the case of poor bonding of
the two wafers splitting does not occur. Using TEM microscopy cross-sections, microcavities located at the depth of the
projected range were observed. The mean size of these microcavities increases during annealing, and tlese cavities interact
during the annealing step, resulting in ttre propagation of a crack parallel to the bonded surface (fig. 4). Cavities are not only
located in one atomic plane but in a layer the thickness of which corresponds to the ARp (projected range straggling). So
after splitting, a high degree of surface microroughness is obtained (12 nm RMS) (fig. 2).
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4.CLEANING AND BONDING

To achieve high quality bonding,the contacting wafers must be scratch― iec and cleaned to remove any particle or

organic contamhation.Microroughness also influences the bonding and must be lower[5]than O.5nm RMS.To foll■ l the

SC)I wafer,hydrOphilic conditions are used to bond the implanted oxidized wafer to the silicon handling substrate.

The Smart‐ Cut° process requires specinc cleaning conditions before bonding because the mlplantation step modifles the

oxide sllrface in telllls of particle contalnination and organic pollutiono The particle contalnination is lneasllred using a 6200

Tencor Surfscan;organic surface contalnination is identifled as hydrocarbon contanlination using MIR‐ FTIR spOctroscopy。

In the case of lllloptimized cleaning,macroscopic defects can be deteded just atter the frst annealing step,i.eo the

splitting step。

UntransfelTed zones:large particles induce an unbonded area,resulting in an effective local lack of stiffening effect,thus

preventing the splitting phenomenon i■ o■l occuコring in this area.

Microvoids:Particle and hydrocarbon pollution induce microvoid fomLatiOn at the bondhg interface。 ■ ese small defects

tend to in■ 江e as soon as the splitting phenomenon occurs,resu■ hЁ in aplastic defomatioll ofthe SOI surface。

In order to avoid fol..latiOn of such defects,a special cleaning procedure using a modifled RCA process was developed。

Ater implantation,the bonding ability of the oxide sllrface is restored,ahnost no particle of a size larger than O.3 μm is

廿apped between the wafers tt bondins the bonding sies density(OH‐ grOups)is rather high,resu■ ing in a fast bonditt waVe

velocity evahated to be in the range of several cm/S using IR transmission observation.This speciflc cleaning gives a flnal

sol smcture■ ee■om macroscopic defects,as revealed by magic mirror宙 ew observation(Ho10genix equipment/ig。 5)。

5。 CHARACTERIZATION OF THE SOISTRUCTURE

■le SOI sttucttre exhib■ s llnifollllity ofthe silicoll la.yer thickness better than 10 nm min― max over 100 mm wafers.For

the surface rnicroroughness,results comparable tO bulk substrates are obtained with lllicroroughness lower than O.1511m

RMS.

∝c」鰐yW:ぶ椒i艦鮮F讐::絆i計瀞筆譜鴛繁留鷺l棚響:littE量盤WL:Ⅷ
etch.SEM obsewations ofthe etch pits showed an unconventional shape for crystal defects.The origin of such defects is still

面 6wn and a stuも′iS llnderway to check on whether the starting silicon substrates exhibit these defects.To check the
density of defects threading through the SOI la.yer,epiaxy was perfol...ed on the SOI wafero A Secco etch on this ep■ axied

smcture shOwed a very low defect density of about 20 defects/cm2,identifled as threading dislocations through the SOI

la.yero No stacking faults or slip lines were obseⅣ ed over wafers both before and ater epitaxy demonsttating a very high

:::1:l1111,′

°fthe fmal SC)I inaterialo Moreover,a504HF solution etch during 15 mn revealed a density ofetchpits of

The electrical behavior ofthe SOI smcture was evaluated using a pseudo… MOS transistor[6]。 lhe dOping ofthe silicon fllm

is p‐ typё  and was measllred at 5。 1015/cm3.Interface state densiies and mobil■ ies were folllld tO be as good as for the best

S.0.I.Materials.

ULSI electronic de宙 ces made with ultra‐ thin gate o対 des(411m)haVe demonstrated interesting electrical beha宙 or with

extremely low defect densities。 ¶lo breakdown intrinsic fleld was measllred at about 15 MV/cm bdh on SOI wafers and best

silicon materials.I―V measurements on capacitors of various sizes show that no pinhole Or cOnductive defects exist in the

burled oxlde ofthe l」 nlbond wafers.

6.CONCLUSION

The Smart‐Cut process appears to be highly suiable for making high‐ quality SOI wafers with ie great advantages,

related to the intrinsic properties of light ion mlplantation,of low defect density and thickness homogeneity.All the basic

steps involved can be perfolllled on standard lnicroelectronics equlpnlent.Unlike BESOI technologles,no wafers are wasted

in any grinding and thinning operations;a single bulk silicon wafer is required to achieve an SC)I wafer.The Smart― Cut

process could hopemlly be the way to a less expens市 e but high‐quality SOI material g市 ing rise to a rapidly increasing

breakthrough of SC)I technologies into the advanced inass production inarket.
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Figure 2 : TEM cross-section observation
of the surface morphology after splitting.

Figure 4: High resolution TEM cross-
section observation of microcavities
generated by a 3.10r6H+/crn3 implantation
at 95 keV and subsequent annealing
(500"C, 30 min) with a bonded stiffener.
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Figtte l:Sch― tic ofthe Smrt― Cut° process

Figures 3 : Blistering and flaking induced
by high dose hydrogen implantation into
silicon.

Figure 5: Magic mirror views of SOI
structures after splitting for an improved
cleaning.
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